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INTRODUCTION' TO LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this review is to examine the current findings regard-
ing job satisfaction, turnover and their relationship with the job
related variables of worker's basic needs motivation, worker's social
needs motivation, supervisor's leading ability, supervisory considera-
tion, physical environment and demographical characteristics of the
workers. These findings will be discussed in the light of background
knowledge about motivation and behaviours. Conclusions will serve
as basis for the design and analysis of the present research.
Literature in this survey will be compared on the following aspects:
1. General conclusions of research findings
2. Definition of variables
3. Research design
21.1 Previous Findings Regarding Satisfaction
and Turnover
Before any discussion of the relationship, it is helpful to
acquire some concept of joo satisfaction and turnover. In
Vroom's book the term Job Satisfaction is defined as follows:
"The term job satisfaction and job attitude are
typically used interchangeably. both refer to
affective orientations on the part of individuals
toward work roles which they are presently
occupying. Positive attitudes toward the job
are conceptually equivalent to job satisfaction
and negative attitudes toward the job equivalent
to job dissatisfaction.111
Operationally, job satisfaction is typically measured by means
of worker's endorsement of statements best representing their
like or dislike toward their job as a whole, or to various as-
pects of the work role.
The meaning of turnover can be understood through both the
organization's and the individual's points of view. From the
organization's point of view, turnover refers to the number of
employees who terminate their employment with the organization
during a certain period. It is usually measured by a rate of
turnover, computed from the number of terminators over the
number of employees at the beginning or at the end of that
1 Victor I. Vroom, Work and Motivation (John Wiley Sons, Inc.) P.99
3period. From an individual's point of view, turnover refers to the
event or the likelihood of the individual's termination of employment
with a job.
The studies by the Bradford Management Centre and Ronan found a
negative relationship between turnover and satisfaction. The Bradford
study1 focused on the relationship between an individual's feeling
toward the job and the individual's behaviours. Sample subjects
who had been employed previously with a company were classified into
voluntary turnover and involuntary turnover. Those who terminated
their previous employment by choice were voluntary leavers, and
those who terminated their previous employment by force were invol-
untary leavers. The association between voluntary turnover and job
dissatisfaction was evident by the -uradford study.
Ronan 2
onan2 viewed the organization as a whole and investigated the rela-
tionship between organization characteristics and organization beha-
viours. He found that in organization units with a lower mean of
satisfaction scores, the termination rate tend to be relatively
higher than units with a higher mean of satisfaction scores.
1During Sept. 1967 to Aug. 1968, the Bradford Management Centre,
England carried a study project on electronic operators. Results
of the study were reported by two authors in two separate articles
as follows:
C.C. Ridgeway, Job Dissatisfaction and Labour Turnover,
Personnel and Training Management, Dec. 1968, pp.18-20.
Ray Wild, Job Needs, Job Satisfaction and Job Behaviours of
Women Manual WX-orkers, Journal of Applied Poychology, 1970, Vol.54
No.2, pp. 157-1.62.
2W.W. Ronan, Individual and Situational Variables relating to job
Satisfaction, Journal of Applied Psychology, Feb. 1970, Vol.54
No.l, Part 2, pp. 1-30.
41.2 Previous Findings Regarding Basic Needs,
Job Satisfaction and Turnover
Basic needs refers to the physiological necessities to keep a
body alive. Until a person's needs for food, clothing and
shelter is relatively gratified, no other needs will emerge.
Under such a condition, what dominates a person's mind is the
wish to seek for the gratification of such needs.'Sages
and salaries provide a means for satisfying basic needs.
Studies by the Bradford Management Centre2 and by Armstrong3
reached the following conclusions on this relationship:
1. Workers in the low occupational levels tend to percieve
a job's situation in meeting their financial needs the
most important factor to their overall satisfaction with
their work.
2. Regardless of occupational levels, employee's satisfaction
with a job is positively related to one's satisfaction with
the job's situation in meeting their financial need.
3. The causes of job dissatisfaction were often due to factors
such as recognition, responsibility, achievement, advancement
and the job itself than the job's situation in meeting basic
needs. With regard to the relationship between basic needs
and turnover, similar results were found.
1 Abraham H. Maslow- Motivation and Personality (Harper and Row,
Publishers 2nd ed., 1969), pp. 35-38.
2 Ibid
3 Thomas Armstrong, Job Content and Context Factors Related to Satisfaction
for Different Occupational Levels Journal of Applied Psycholo y, Vol.55
(1971), No.l, pp. 57-65.
5In the literature review, the term basic needs is symbolized as
wages, salary or employment security. In the Bradford study, elec-
tronic assemblers' motive to seek basic needs from work was operated
by their ranking of wages among four other job aspects: a job with
high status, working with friendly people, security, and doing a job
which is personally satisfying, in the order of importance to them.
Results indicated that basic needs were regarded as the most import-
ant factor to make electronic assemblers to be satisfied with their
work. However, when the causes of voluntary leavers were analysed,
it appeared that electronic assemblers tend to quit their job because
of reasons other than the problem of wages.
The Armstrong study examined the importance of the worker's needs
for recognition, responsibility, achievement, advancement, the work
itself, job security, status, supervision- technical and interpersonal
relations, interpersonal relations- peers, company policy and admin-
istration, salary and working conditions and their relationship with
job satisfaction. Employing a five-step importance rating question-
naire, sample subjects assessed the relative importance of these
specific job factors in terms of job satisfaction. By analysis of this
scale, it was evident that salary, job security,'company policy and
administration were most important for assemblers, whereas advancement,
work itself were most important for engineers.
In the same study, similar job. factors were measured individually by
a scale named Job Satisfaction Scale. A multiple regression analysis
of the satisfaction with-these factors and scores on overall job
6satisfaction revealed that salary was positively related to overall
job satisfaction but the correlation was only .37 for the assemblers
and .18 for engineers which were much lower than correlations for
factors such as achievement, advancement, supervisory interpersonal
relations, and interpersonal relations- peers for both the engineers
and assemblers.
1.3 Previous Findings Regarding Social Needs,
Job Satisfaction and Labour Turnover
After the individual has satisfied his basic needs for food,
clothing and shelter, his behaviour is motivated by social
needs.1 The social needs is the human's desire to be affiliated,
accepted and respected by others when one's survival is fairly
well secured. In usual condition, work provides the performer chances
to interact with other people, to develop the feeling of
belongingness and love. Furthermore, work is percieved to be
instrumental to social acceptance and self-dignity whereas not
working may be anticipated to result in social rejection and
disapproval.
Findings regarding social needs' relationship with satisfaction
and turnover derived from the literature survey are similar to
those for basic needs, and are concluded as follows:
1 Maslow, Motivation and Personality, pp. 43-45
71. Workers in the low occupational level tend to judge a job's
capability to meet their social needs as less important
than salaries and wages, in determining their overall
satisfaction with their work.
2. Regardless of occupational level, workers' satisfaction with
a job is positively related to the job's situation to meet
their social needs.
3. The causes of turnover and the sources of job dissatisfaction
were often due to factors such as recognition, responsibility,
achievement and the work itself than the job's situation in
meeting workers' social needs.
The tsradford study and Armstrong found a positive relationship between
social needs satisfaction and overall job satisfaction. The Bradford
study referred social needs as tIe importance of working with friendly
people and related this to the social relations experienced during
one's working situation. Armstrong stated social needs as interper-
sonal relations between peers.
Ronan confirmed the results obtained from the zoradford and Armstrong
study. He found that co-operation with peer was associated with
satisfaction with work done among the salary and hourly employees.
Besides,Ronan also found that dissatisfaction with the factor
Co-operation with peer was associated with undesirable group
behaviour like the high rate of termination, accidents, grievances
and tardiness.
81.4 Previous Findings Regarding Physical Environment,
Job Satisfaction and Labour Turnover
The characteristics of the physical environment are the lighting,
ventilation and other physical facilities present in the work
area. In comparison with the effects of social needs and basic
needs, the effects of physical environment to satisfaction and
turnover are relatively insignificant. However, their relationship
is supported by the literature and reached the following conclusions:
Bradford found that job satisfaction was positively related to
favourable impression of the working environment. Armstrong
found that the relation appeared to be stronger among the assem-
bly workers than the engineers. It may be explained that good
working conditions for engineers is accepted as an essential
element of the job by the employers. Therefore, engineers usually
need not worry about the problems of the working conditions.
But for the assemblers, the working conditions may vary from
company to company and from situation to situation. Except
some minimum requirements imposed by governmental regulations,
there is no guarantee for comfortable working conditions on the
shop floor. This caused the assemblers to be concerned more
about their work environment.
9Ronan found that the perception of a poor working environment
was one of the factors associated with a high index of undesirable
behaviours such as termination, absences and medical claims.
1.5 Previous Findings .regarding Leading Ability,
Job Satisfaction and Labour Turnover
Leading ability describes the extent to which the immediate
supervisor is able to plan and to coordinate the work schedules
so that production flows smoothly. It refers to the supervisor's
competence in solving job-related problems.
Studies examining this relationship have reached the conclusions
that there is a positive relationship between leading ability
and satisfaction with: ork.
The studies by House and Misshauk2 found the positive relation-
ship between satisfaction and technical competence. Ronan3 found
that subordinate's perception of supervisory in-competence in
dealing with complaints and problems was one of the variables
which associated with high index of undesirable job behaviours
like termination, lost time, accidents and medical claims.
1 Robert J. House, Alan C. Filly and Damodar Gujarati "Leadership
style, Hierachical Influence, and the Satisfaction of Subordinate
Role Expectation", Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 55, 1971,
No.5 pp.422-432.
2 Michael J. Misshauk, "Supervisory Skills and Employee Satisfaction,
Personnel Administration Vol.34, No.4, July-Aug. 1971, pp.
3 Ibid.
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house's research attempted to find out the interacting effects
of leadership style and the leader's hierachical influence to the
satisfaction of subordinate's role expectation. Hierachical
influence describes subordinate's perception of the immediate
supervisor's upward influences on personnel matters concerning the
subordinates. Leadership in House study was examined from four
dimensions, named consideration, initiating structure, technical
competence and decisiveness. Structure was the extent to which
the leader established the formal relationship between himself
and his subordinates, the role which he expected subordinates to
assume and the way to get jobs done. Technical competence was
defined as the degree to which the leader is capable of anticipa-
ting job related details priors to assigning task. Decisiveness
described the degree to :Mich the leader was willing to make
decisions or to take decisive actions.
Research data in House's study was collected through engineers
and employees of a large business machine manufacturing company.
Subjects in this sample came from employees of various organizational
levels. Employing a*regression analysis, house related these
variables to subordinate's satisfaction with eight aspects of role
expectation: work freedom, respondent's job as compared with jots
of others, pay, advancement, family attitude toward respondent's
job and job security. His results supported firmly the relationship
between satisfaction, initiating structure and decisiveness. tiut
11
the relationship between satisfaction and technical competence was
found to be much weaker than expected.
Misshauk's research examined the effects of organization setting
to the relationship between supervisory skills and the employee's
satisfaction. He chose engineers, machanics and machine operators
from one manufacturing company as employees under three different
organizational settings. 'twenty-five subjects from each group
completed questionnaire eliciting (1) assessment of supervisory
exercise of technical, administrative and human relations skill,
(2) employee's perception of importance of these three supervisory
skills, (3) employee's satisfaction with the overall work environment.
Ranking and rating of the sample subject's productivity was obtained
from company record and supervisors.
He found that organizational setting failed to influence the import-
ance of leading ability among the sample subjects. Furthermore
satisfaction with supervisory leading ability was found to be
positively related to subordinate's satisfaction with his work role.
1.6 Previous Findings Regarding Supervisory Consideration,
Job Satisfaction and Labour Turnover
Supervisor's consideration is the amount of friendship, mutual
trust, respect and warmth present in the supervisor's method
of interacting with his subordinates.
12
Stephenson, Misshauk and House reached the conclusion that
consideration was positively related to subordinate's satisfaction
with his work role. Yet Misshauk's study indicated that engineers
tend to be more demanding forthis supervisory skill than the
operative workers. He explained such a difference as influences
of social distance between supervisor and-suoordinates as expected
by employees in different settings. Engineers viewed their super-
visor as peers who were merely performing a different job than they
were but not necessary more skillful or of higher status. On the other
hand, assembly workers recognized a greater distance between themselves
and his supervisor. Therefore, they may not expect too much inter-
action with their supervisors.
With respect to job behaviours, Misshauk found positive relationship
between assessment of supervisory human relations skills and pro-
ductivity among both engineers and operative workers. but there is
no evidence that supports the relationship between supervisory human
relations skills and turnover.
1.7 Previous Findings Regarding Demographical Factors,
Job Satisfaction and Labour Turnover
Demographical factors refers to the worker's age, educational
levels, and past experience. regarding the influence of these
factors on job satisfaction and turnover, the literature survey
13
indicates a controversy. It was found that these factors did not add
to the predictive power of basic needs and social needs. However,
they have been shown to be positively related to job satisfaction
and negatively to turnover.
'Bradford study found that job dissatisfaction is relatively more
prevalent among young workers, particular single and under the age
of 21, and among those with a shorter length of service with the
company. Among these workers, turnover was also evident as a rapid
phenomenon. It was found that over 45% of termination occurred
within the first 6 months service. Among the voluntary leavers,
53% occurred in the first months compared to 35% of involuntary
leavers.
In contrast, correlation and one-way analysis of variance in Armstrong's
study showed that age, time with company, job level and time on
present job failed to individually influence the predictive power
of individual joo factors.
1.8 Summary of Findings from Literature Review
On the basis of evident that have been found in this part, it is
possible to draw the following conclusions:
1. There is a consistent negative relationship between job
satisfaction and turnover. The higher the degree of job
satisfaction the less the turnover rate.
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2. Satisfaction with a job's situation in meeting basic need,
or with wages and salary offered by the job is positively
related to job satisfaction. This factor is found to be
more important to blue collar workers than to white
collar workers. But there is no evidence that supports
its relationship with turnover.
3. Satisfaction with a job situation in meeting social need,
or with the interpersonal relations experienced through
work is positively related to job satisfaction. Its
relationship with turnover is somewhat indicated. Yet,
the link is relatively weaker than relationship among turnover,
achievement, responsibility, recognition and other higher
level.
4. Lighting, ventilation and other plant setting conditions-
present in the work area are positively related to job
satisfaction. But there is no evidence that supports its
relationship with turnover.
5. Supervisor's ability in planning, co-ordinating and solving
job related problems is positively related to job satisfac-
tion. There is some indications that support the negative
relationship between leading ability and turnover.
6. Supervisor's indication of consideration and interest in
subordinates is positively related to job satisfaction. It
appears that the link is relatively stronger among workers
15
in higher occupational level than in low occupational level.
There is no evidence that supports its relationship with
turnover.
7. Demographical factors do not add to the predictive power
of basic needs and social needs. However, they have been





2.1 Implications of Findings From
Literature Review For Research Study
Findings from the literature survey provide an insight into
the relationship between each of the independent variables and
job satisfaction. However, a worker's behaviour is influenced
by the combination of his needs, supervisor and the physical
environment. Thus it is essential that the influence of the
combination of these factors be examined as the causes of
job satisfaction and turnover.
Furthermore, one striking divergence found from the literature
reviews is the effects of job factors on different measurement
dimensions. From analysis of importance scores on job factors,
both Bradford Management Centre and Armstrong found that workers
in the low occupational levels, tend to regard basic needs
satisfaction from job the most important factors to their
overall satisfaction with the job. When correlational
17
analysis between basic need satisfaction and overall job satisfac-
tion was studied, Armstrong found that regardless of occupational
differences, one's satisfaction with recognition, responsibility,
achievement and supervisory-subordinate relations gained from job
related most strongly to one's satisfaction with job as a whole.
In the writer's opinion, this divergence can be explained through
(1) the influence of social economic environment, (2) the effects
of compensation system employed, and (3) Maslow' s Need Gratification
Theory and Festinger's Cognitive Dissonance Theory.'
Either in Britain and in United States, where the mentioned studies
were carried, the opportunities to secure basic needs from employ-
ment are protected by government regulations, trade union, and the
scarcity of manual workers in the labour market. Although workers
in the low occupational levels are still aware of their basic needs
for a good salary or wage, the influence of government and unions
has reduced the effects of basic needs. Since the basic needs
are fairly satisfied, the higher level needs become the prime
motivators and thus determine their overall feelings toward the job.
This explanation is consistent with Maslow's Theory. This theory
states that if the man's lower level needs for food, clothing, shelter
and physical security are satisfied, he will be motivated by a need
for recognition and a desire for self worth.
1 Leon Festinger, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance Stanford
University Press, 1957.
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With regard to the two dimensions used to explore relationship
between job satisfaction and specific job factors, the importance
scales measures only one facet of these specific variables.
Analysis of the importance scales reveals only worker's desires
to work but it does not measure how well these desires are fulfiled
from job. In contrast, the Job Factor Satisfaction Scales requires
respondents to evaluate each job aspects on, the basis of the actual
gratification gained.
According to Festinger's theory, it is the drive of an individual
to achieve consistency within himself that urges the individual to
act in a certain way. When inconsistency between expectation and
reality is greater, the drive will be more powerful. The importance
scales represent the worker's expectation for various needs satisfac-
tion from job, but it cannot convey the actually gap arised between
expectation and reality. Hence, it fails to indicate the causes
behind the act. because of this reason, tsradf ord Management found
that turnover was more likely due to worker's dissatisfaction with
achievement and responsibility gained from job than basic needs
problems.
Except the Ronan' s study, the isradford' s study and Armstrong's
study did not give clear information about the compensation system
enjoyed by their sample subjects. However, writer infers that,
like subjects in Ronan's study, most workers in these two studies
were paid on time basis. Compensation system on time basis often
19
lacks the ability to discriminate workers from good to bad.
As far as tie hourly-rate or salary is fixed, there is little
possibility that the rate or the salary will fluctuate by whatever
reasons. Therefore, once the hourly-rate or salary is satisfactor-
ily agreed, there will be little fluctuation on the worker's gratifica-
tion opportunity of basic needs, Consequently, there will be
little fluctuation on overall job satisfaction caused by the
fluctuation on basic needs factors. That is another reason that
causes the effects of basic needs to be less powerful than other
job factors.
2.2 Operation of Variables
The implications of the literature are that turnover and worker
satisfaction are related to the worker's needs, his supervisor,
the physical environmant of the job and demo graphic factors
(such as age, marital status education and work experience).
These variables are defined as follows:-
The basic needs refers to the worker's motivation to secure
his needs for food, clothing, and shelter from work, the actual
gratification of such needs achieved from work and the gap
between motivation and actual gratification.
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The worker's motivation for basic needs are measured by means
of their degree of agreement with the following two statements.
Q.lb. I work so that I may help my family to make both
ends meet.
not slightly somewhat extremelyquite
agree agree agree agre e agree
Q.2d. It is better to learn some skill while one still
young than to study at school.
not slightly somewhat extremelyquite
agree agree agree agree agree
The job's situation regarding basic needs gratification is measured
by means of their evaluation of the following job features:
Q.2j. Wage-rate in comparison with other garment factories
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.2k. Variety and utility of fringe benefits offered by
the factory
bad not good allright good excellent
The basic needs differences of motivation and actual is measured
by the comparison of scores on motivation and scores on evaluation
of the actual situation regarding basic needs.
21
The Social Needs describes the worker's desire to achieve social
status or pleasant social relations from work, the job's situation
regarding the gratification of such desires and the gap between
motivation and actual situation for social needs.
The social needs motivation is measured by means of the worker's
agreement with the following two statements:
Q.la. I work so that I may not be idle all day long.
not slightly somewhat extremelyquite
agree agree agree agree agree
Q.lc. I work so that I may help my family to make both
ends meet.
not slightly somewhat extremelyquite
agree agree agree agree agree
The job's situation regarding the gratification of social needs is
measured by means of the respondents' evaluation of the following
job features
Q.2f. Personal relationship with workers around your
working station.
bad not good allright good excellent
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Q.2g. Personal relationship with workers in the same
working flat
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.2h. Personal relationship with workers in other sections
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.2i. Personal relationship vvitb. staffs in the office
dad not good allriglit godd excellent
The social needs differences is operationalized by the comparison
of scores on motivation and scores on actual situation for social
needs.
The physical environment represents the worker's perception of
lighting, ventilation and machine conditions present in the working
environment. It is operated by worker's evaluation of the following
job feature.
Q.2a. Physical facilities, i.e. ventilation, lighting and
machine conditions, etc.
bad not good allright good excellent
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The Supervisor's leading ability is an indication of the worker's
assessment of the work situation regarding job supply, supervisor's
planing and. co-ordinating ability and their competence in solving
sewing operations problems, Scores of this variables are obtained
from the worker's evaluation of the following job features.
Q.2b. Steady and sufficient job supply
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.2d. Supervisor's organizing and co-ordinating ability
on job.
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.2e. Supervisor's technical competence on sewing operation
bad not good allright good excellent
The supervisory attitude refers to the worker's impression of the
supervisory attitude experience from work, it is operated by the
respondent's evaluation of the following job feature:
Q.2c. Supervisor's attitude towards workers
oaa not good allright good excellent
The variable job satisfaction is classified into satisfaction with
company and satisfaction with occupation.
24
Satisfaction with company describes the worker's affectionative
orientation toward the company. It is measured by Vie following
two questions.
Q.3b. Not counting all the details, how do you like to
work in the factory where you are now working?
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.3e. If you have a friend looking for employment as a
sewing machine operator would you advise her to
join the factory where you are now working?
definitely not not likely definitely
no 1 ikely sure I will yes
Satisfaction with occupation describes the work's affectionative
orientation toward the occupation as sewing machine operator. It
is measured by average scores on the following questions:
Q.3a. Not counting all the details, how do you like to
be a sewing mac`line operator?
bad not good allright good excellent
Q.3c.
If you have friends looking for job, would you
advise them to be a sewing worker?
definitely not not likely definitely
no likely sure I will yes
25
Q. 3d. If you have a chance to get jobs other than sewing
machine operations, with similar income, would you
change your job?
definitely not not likely definitely
no likely I willsure yes
Turnover refers to the likelihood or event that an individual
will or have quite an employment voluntary. In this research this
variable is operated by the respondent's endorsement of answer to
the following question:
Q.4g. How many companies had you worked for during last year:






5. Five factories or above
Demographical variables examined in this research are age, educational
level, marital status, experience as a sewing machine operators,
experience with other occupation and the attendance of a after work
26
study programme. The effects of these variables are analyzed by
means of data collected from the following questions:
4.a Your level of education is
1. Never been in school
2. Up to or below primary school graduate
3. Between Form I to Form III
4. Up to Form IV or above
4.b Your marital status is
1. Single
2. Married with no children
3. Married with children
4.c Do you have any study programme after working hours?
1. Yes
2. No
4.d Your awe is








In the garment factories in Hong Kong, excessive rate of turn-
over among sewing machine operators is a prevailing phenomenon.
As these operators are key workers in the garment industry,
an excessive rate of turnover can upset the production schedule,
increase the production cost and consequently reduce the com-
petitiveness of garment products in the world market which in
turn,,. adversely affects the future of the garment industry
and even the economy of Hong Kong.
Sewing machine operators in the garment industry reached
36,170 in 1968, which was 63% of workers at the operative
level, nearly 50% of the total employment in the garment industry
and an estimate of one fifty of the total economic active
population in Hong Kong.1
1 Figures and percentage are based upon data reported by:
(1) Report by the Clothing Industrial Committee on the Manpower
survey of the Clothing Industry, 20th-31st Mar. 1969
Hong Kong Government Publication.
(2) Hong Kong Population and Housing Census 1971
Hong Kong Government Publication.
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As a sewing machine operator, the most important aptitude required
is manual dexterity. What the operator should know is the skill
in sewing parts of garments with uniformity and speed, the
ability to take accurate measurer,terits. To acquire such skill,
new workers have to go through a training period from two to
six months, depending on the nature of operations which the
worker is supposed to perform. During the training period,
employers usually pay the trainee living allowance in the form of
daily wages and provide there necessary equipment, materials and
guidance. Inspite of the substantial investment in these trainees,
employers can never be sure of the benefit. Trainee may quit during
their training period. She may leave for new employment with other
garment factory where she :nay ap-,.)ear as a skill operator. Because
of this reason, employers are reluctant to train new Yorkers unless
they are introduced by present employees or transferred from general
workers. Because of this reason, the supply of skilled operator
is scarce, and employment opportunities are easily obtained for these
workers.
Currently in Hong Kong, many garment factories adopt the idea of
line production. They split sewing procedures of a garment into
numerous operations. Worker's skill is specialized in one or a few
of these operations. Under this arrangement, workers are.paid according
to the pieces which they produce each day. However, this arrangement
requires careful planning and co-ordination. A. small hindrance like
the inadequate supply of thread, the unbalance of production among
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line operations will cause bottle neck and affect productivity as
well as the income of many sewing machine operators.
Sewing machine operators are typically female, aged around twenty,
single and with education up or above to primary school graduate.
(See Table 1). Although the sample is similar to the population
of sewing workers with respect to marital status, education and
age, the percentage of workers participating in after work study
programmes is higher relative to the percentage of workers in the
total population who are pursuing after work study programmes.
Generally they get a daily income varying from 15 to 30 dollars
depending on skill and the supply of job flowing into their
specialized operations. They usually work a six day week.
The wig and electronic industries compete with to garment industry
for the sewing workers. Although the garment industry provides a
higher salary scale, the worker's income is more stable or secure
in the electronic industry. In contrast the salary scale in the
wig industry is higher but it is more seasonal and subject to




of the Sample Subjects
Age Groups
Below 16 16-20 21-23 24-26* Above 30 Total
Education Level
Never in School 0 0 0 0 1 1
3 33 7 4Primary sch. grad. 1 48
F.I to F.III 2 24 2 1 1 30
F. IV above 0 22 5 0 0 27
Marital Status
Single 5 79 11 3 0 98
0Married without kid 0 1 0 0 1
0Married with kids 0 2 2 3 7
Experience in the Occupation
Under 1 yr. exp. 2 10 0 0 0 12
1 yr. exp. 3 19 1 0 0 23
2 yr. exp. 0 27 2 i 31
3 yr. exp. 0 14 2 i 1 18
4-8 yr. exp. 0 9 9 3 0 21
9 yr. exp. 0 0 0 0 i 1
After- dory Study Programme
Yes 2 54 8 1 0
No 3 25 6 4 3
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Total of each Age Group 5 79 14 5 3
Total Number of Sample Subjects 106




A total number of 10c valid samples, approximately 0.2/ of the
whole population of sewing machine operators in the garment
industry in Hong Kong were oDtained by the questionnaire. They
were randomly selected from a large nunner of garment factories
employing at least 100 workers.
A large part of the questionnaires were distributed and collected
through sewing machine operators who helped writer voluntary.
These voluntary helpers are simultaneously students of a government
evening institute for secondary school courses. because of this
reason, one half of the sample subjects are attending some kinds
of after work study programmes. (See Table 1 on page 30)
The rest of the questionnaires comes directly from workers in a





The data from the questionnaires is analyzed by using statis-
tical multiple correlation analysis and a one way analysis
of variance. Although multiple correlation is limited in
conclusive inferences of casual relationship among variables,
it is the most valuable means in tracing for statistical associ-
ations. With the help of electronic data processing techniques,
a large number of variables can be handled simultaneously and
economically. For this reason this method will be used for the
analysis of relationship among job factors in this research.
The effects of demographical variables will be tested by one
way analysis of variance. If the demographical characteristics
fail to influence scores of satisfaction, motivation and turn-
over, the ratio from comparison of two separate estimates of
population variance should be approximate to unity. Otherwise,
the effects of demographical variables are indicated. This
method is capable in determining the statistical relationship
between two variables, one with. nominal scales and one with
interval scales.
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3.2 Correlation Between Satisfaction
and Turnover
Conceptually, job satisfaction refers to the affective
orientation of the individual toward the work role which the
individual has been occupying. In this research, job satis-
faction is further classified into satisfaction with the
company and satisfaction with occupation. Operationally,
scores on satisfaction with company represent the individual's
feeling toward the company and the likelihood that she would
recommend friends to work with the company. Satisfaction with
occupation, is operated by scores representing the individual's
feelings toward the occupation like sewing machine operator,
and the likelihood that she will recommend friends to choose
the occupation and the tendency that she will change occupation.
Turnover may refer to the turnover rate of an organization
unit or to the likelihood that an individual will quit employment
voluntarily. In the present study, turnover is operated by the
number of companies which the individual has worked with during
the previousears.




Satisfaction with Company, and Satisfaction with, Occupation
Satisfaction Correlation with Turnover
1. ffitti Company 0.1.0
2. With occupation 0.07
It indicates that number of turnover during one year is negatively
related to satisfaction with company but positively related to
satisfaction with occupation. It appears that workers who are
more satisfied with their job tend to be more steady with their
employment and less likely to leave their present employment for
what-ever reasons. In contrast workers who are relatively more
satisfied with their occupation as sewing machine operator tend
to change their employment more frequently. The first relation-
ship supports the literature finding but the second relationship
is a contradiction to the literature finding. The second
relationship seems to reveal that workers who like the occupation
as sewing machine operator are possibly due to the fact that they
can change company easily.
3.3 Correlations among Needs, Satisfaction,
and Turnover
The worker's motivation to secure her foods, clothing, and
shelter from work, and the extent that the work is able to
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meet such needs are conceptually regarded as basic needs.
The motivation for basic needs is measured by her desire to
secure financial rewards from work and to regard the work as
a means of living. The job situation for basic needs is
measured by scores on the worer's evaluation of wage rate
and fringe benefits offered by the company. The differences
between motivation and actual situation for basic needs is
operationalized as the differences between these two scores.
The worker's desire to pursue social status from work or to
gain association with friends and the worker's opportunity to
fulfil these needs are conceptually defined as social needs.
The motivation for social needs is measured by the worker's
degree of agreement with their motive to achieve acceptable
social relations from work. The worker's opportunity to
achieve social needs from work is represented by scores of the
respondent's assessment of their social relations with peers
around their work place, in the same factory and staffs in the
office. The differences between scores on motivation and
scores on actual situation for social needs are operationalized
as difference.
The correlations among needs, satisfaction and turnover are
shown on Table 3 as follows:-
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Table 3
















* Correlation coefficient is significantly different from
zero at.05 level of significance.
It is shown that turnover is significantly and positively related
to basic needs motivation and social needs differences between
motivation and actual situation.
The positive relationship between turnover and basic needs
motivation is an indication that workers look for other employ-
relationship between turnover and social needs reveals that
workers leave their work because the job fails to provide them
adequate social interaction.
ment because they want to increase their income. The negative
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These findings support the Maslow' s theory that people whose
lower needs are not yet gratified will be primary motivated
by needs such as basic needs or social needs.
3.4 Partial Correlations Among Needs,
Job Situation, Satisfaction and Turnover
Job situation factors included in this study are physical
environment, supervisor's leading ability and supervisory
attitude. Physical environment refers to the worker's
evaluation of lighting, ventilation and machine conditions
present in the work area. Leading ability indicates the work
situation regarding job supply, supervisor's coordinating and
planning ability, and the supervisor's competence in solving
job-related problems, S upervisoiry attitude represents the
worker's impression of the supervisor's attitude toward workers.
Table 4
Partial Correlations Among Needs, Job Situation,
Job Satisfaction, and Turnover












* Correlation coefficient is significantly different from
zero at .05 level of significance
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Results in Table 4 indicates that the difference between
motivation and actual situation with respect to sewing machine
operator's social needs is the most important factor influencing
turnover. This confirms the importance of social needs which
was noted in the comparison of the importance of basic needs
and social needs.
The low and no significant correlations of basic needs,
physical environment, leading ability with turnover indicates
that none of these factors have a significant important
relationship with turnover. Furthermore, none of these factors
including social needs were shown to have a singularly strong
influence on the worker's satisfaction with company.
3.5 Correlations of Needs,
Job Situation, Satisfaction
and Turnover
The interacting influences of the differences of basic needs
differences of social needs, supervisory leading ability,





Basic Needs Differences, Social Needs Differences,
Leading Ability, Supervisory Attitude and
Physical Environment
With. Sat-Com With Turnover
.179
.248
It appears that all these five factors add to the explanation
of variation of satisfaction and turnover but the correlations
are not significantly different from zero. This result adds
further importance to the differences in social needs which
were noted previously in the comparisons with basic needs and other
factors present in the job situation.
3.6 Analysis of Demographical Factors
Demographical variables in this study are age, educational
level, marital status, experience as sewing machine operator,
experience with other occupation and after-work study programme.
Their influences to satisfaction, to turnover and to motivation
are examined by one-way analysis of variance.
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Among these demographical variables, only educational levels
and experience with other occupation appear to have significant
influences. It is found that workers with lower educational
level tend to care more for basic or financial needs (see Table
6). It is likely that these workers come from low income family
and financial needs are more important to them.
Table 6
One-Way Analysis of Variance Among
Educational Levels and
Basic Needs Motivation
Sum of Sq. Deg of Fre. Est of Var. F Value
Total 63.01 104
Between 3.63 2 1.82
3.12*Within 59.38 102 0.58
* Variance significantly different from each group at
the significant level of 0.05.
Workers with experience in other occupation are found to have
lower satisfaction with occupation and lower motivation for
social needs. (See Table 7)
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Table 7
One-Way Analysis of Variance
Among Workers with other Occupation Experience,
Social Needs Motivation and Satisfaction with Occupation
Social Needs Motivation
Sum of Sq. Deg.of Fre. Est. of Var. F Value
Total 80.49 105




Sum of Sq. Deg.of Fre. Est. of Var. F.Value
Total 24.94 105
Between 1.27 1 1.27
Within 5.5623.68 104 0.23
Variance significantly different from each group at the
significant level of 0.05.
The lower motivation for social needs indicates that they have
less restrictions on their movement. Since they have a low
motivation for social needs they will not have developed
strong relationships with workers in their old occupation.
Thus making it easier for them to undertake a new occupation.
Furthermore in their new occupation, they will be more concerned
with learning new skills ratner than making new friends. Thus
they can more easily adopt to a new work environment.
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A second factor influencing their mobility among occupations
is their lack of satisfaction with their present occu-nation.
Dissatisfaction with an occupation causes them to try new
occupations. In Hong Kong, the relatively low skills and
short training periods needed to learn new jobs in all occupa-
tions makes it possible to shift from one occupation to another.
3.7 Summary of Findings
1. Higher satisfaction with company tends to reduce the worker's
tendency to change employment. but the opportunity to change
factories easily seems to be the cause of one's satisfaction
with the occupation as sewing machine operators.
2. Workers look for new employment because of their pursuit
for higher income.
3. Workers who change factories frequently because the occupa-
tion as sewing machine operator fail to provide them
adequate social interaction.
4. The supervisory variables and physical environment fail
to impose any significant influence upon satisfaction or
turnover.
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5. Workers with experience in other occupation tend to be
less satisfied with. the occupation as sewing machine
operator, and to have a lower motivation for social needs.
Workers with lower educational level seem to care more for




4.1 Comparison of Findings from
Literature Review and Research
The importance of basic needs and social needs to workers
in low occupational level is confirmed by findings from both
the research and the literature review. However, there is
inconsistence in their effects of basic needs and social
needs to turnover.
In this researc, basic needs and social needs are Proved to
be causes of turnover among sewing machine operators. In
contrast, in the literature review, there is no sufficient
evidence that supports the relationship between turnover and
these needs. The discrepancies appears to be result of the
role of the individual's expectations in his/her decision to
leave and the restrictions on his/her mobility.
In this study, the differences between the actual situation
and motivation of the individual were shown to influence
turnover. In contrast, the studies in the literature focus
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only on either the expectation or the actual situation. The
conclusions from this study indicate that it is the individual's
expectation as well as the situation which influences his
behaviours. It confirms Festinger's theory that drives of
behaviours are outcomes of one's tendency to achieve consistent
between a set of cognitions, like expectations of job and reality
of jobs.
In respects to the effects of supervisory attitude, there are
indication of inconsistency between the research findings and
the literature reviews. The literature review reaches the
conclusion that supervisory consideration is positively related
to satisfaction while the research finds that this factor fails
to have any influence.
In the literature review, Misshauk found that supervisor's
human relations skill was more important to workers in higher
occupational levels, like the engineers, than to workers in
lower occupational levels, like the assemblers. Misshauk explained
this a result of expectation for social distance between super-
visor and subordinates. In Misshauk's opinion, engineers
expected closer social-relations with supervisor while the
assemblers cared more for otter factors. As defined by Misshauk,
sewing machine operators belong to the group of low occupational
levels, his explanation can'be applied to the situation of our
subject sample.
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Conclusions of the leading ability are inconsistent between
the literature review and the research findings. In this
study, leading ability has been proved to have no contribution
to satisfaction and turnover of sewing machine operators in
Hong Kong. In contrast, there are indications from the literature
review that leading ability are closely associated witl-i job
satisfaction.
In the writer's opinion, this divergence is an outcome of the
compensation system for different subject sample. It seems that
all subject samples in the literature review are paid by daily
rate or monthly salary while sewing machine operators in !bong
Kong are usually paid by piece-rate. The income of sewing machine
operators is determined by their skills and efforts. This
makes the leading ability relatively unimportant to these workers.
In respect to conclusions of physical environment, there are
good consistency between the literature review and the research
findings. Both find that physical environment is related
positively to satisfaction, but fails to impose significant
influence to either satisfaction or turnover.
Findings of demographical variables from both the research and
the literature review reach the conclusion that the group
places restriction on mobility. In this study, it is found that
social needs motivation is stronger among workers without
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working experience in occupation other than sewing machine
operators. Similarly, Bradford found that those people who
were single, under 21 and had. a shorter length of service were
more likely to leave their joo. Since being single and young
would mean they would not be restricted with family responsibility.
Furthermore, their short service time would prevent them from
developing strong group ties, or from accumulating retirement
benefits which would become a significant cost if they leave a
company.
4.2 Actions Recommended
Since the occupation as sewing machine operator fails to provide
adequate opportunity for social interactions and becomes a
significant cause of turnover, it is obviously that management
has to stimulate more interactions among these workers. In
order to achieve that, a scheme of group competition for high
productivity is suggested.
Group which hits the highest productivity or reaches a production
target during a short period will receive recognition from
management and honoured in front of other groups. With a common
target in mind, group member will strive to achieve better
co-operation and enhance enthusiastic among group members.
Moreover, this approach provides workers opportunity to achieve
recognition and develop sense of competence which are completely
lacked in most of the garment factories.
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However, this approaches may raise the problems of grouping.
Should workers be grouped by line, by section, by operation
or even by geographical basis? In the writer's opinion, the
answer lies on the characteristics of the factory concerned.
It is advised that before full implementation of this project,
experimentation stage should be carried first.
Furthermore, as the research reaches conclusions that the
motivation to pursue higher income is a cause of turnover and
group tie places restriction on mobility, the writer would
advise the local garment factories to develop new schemes of
fringe benefits like pension which could tie workers to their
Present job. In the writer's opinion, the cost added by such
scheme would actually be paid off by savings from a lower rate
of labour turnover, and the maintenance of uniform quality of
products.
4.3 Evaluation of Results
Results on this research pin-point the most significant causes
of turnover in the garment factories. However, even the highest
magnitude of correlation found in the study can not reach 0.3.
Perhaps the low correlation is an indication that factors like
recognition, achievement and responsibility may have considerable
influence to these workers than it is anticipated by the writer.
It also reveals that satisfaction and turnover are outcomes of
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multiple factors. In this study, variables included are only
a small portion of the whole.
Besides, the scaling used and the cultural background of the
subject sample are another reasons of the low correlations.
This study employs a five-point Likert style questionnaire.
As it is the characteristics of Chinese people to avoid extreme
if possible, such a scaling system restricts the respondents to
describe their attitude in only the middle three points.
The first point and the fifth point of the scale are actually
not considered by them. Because of the small variation in
magnitude, it is very difficult to trace for statistical
relationship among the variables. Thus, the correlations are
all below 0.3. In fact, when job-factors were related to turnover
frequencies, the magnitude of correlations is relatively higher
than when the same-factors were related to satisfaction with
company or satisfaction with occupation. It is because, the
value of turnover varies from one to six according to actual event
and is more widely distributed.
Moreover, the judgement of feelings and attitude in social or
psychological studies is always a great problem. It is really
difficult to judge the degree of difference between quite
important or somewhat important, between slightly agree or
somewhat agree. Therefore, the magnitude found from social
studies is usually much lower than those from business studies.
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4.4 Summary of Conclusions
1. Turnover is proved to be negatively related to satisfaction
with company. But for sewing machine operators in Hong Kong,
the abundant employment opportunities in the garret rit industry
is found to be a cause of their satisfaction with the
occupation.
2. Turnover among sewing machine operators in Hong Kons? is
proved to be caused by the worker's motivation to seek for
higher income and the lack of satisfactory social relations
in their work.
3. Factors like physical environment, leading ability, supervi-
sory attitude are proved to have no influence to the sewing
machine operator's satisfaction or turnover.
4.
iocial needs rrotivation and satisfaction with occupation
are found to be stronger among workers without experience
with other occupation. Basic needs motivation is evident
to be higher among groups with lower educational level.
5.
In order to reduce turnover, the writer suggests a scheme
of group competition for productivity and a scheme





ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG
EDUCATIONAL LEVELS AND
a. BASIC N EDS MOTIVATION
SHIM OF SO DEG OF ERE EST OF VAP F VALUE
TOTAL 63.01 104
BETWEEN 3.63 2 1.82
WITRIN 69.38 102 0.58 3.12
b. SOCIAL NEEDS MOTIVATION
Sui OF SQ DEG OF ERE EST CF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 80.25 104
BETWEEN 3.50 2 1.75
WITHIN 76.74 102 0.75 2.33
c. SATISFACTION WITH COMPANY
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 38.35 104
BETWEEN 1.21 2 0.61
WITHIN 37.13 102 0.36 1.67
d. SATISFACTION WITH OCCUPATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR E VALUE
TOTAL 24.69 104
BETWEEN 0.04 2 0.02
WITHIN 24.65 102 0.24 0.08
e. TURNOVER
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FE EST OF VAR F VALUE,
TOTAL 151.05 104
BETWEEN 2.90 2 1.45
WITHIN 148.15 102 1.45 1.00
Variance significantly different from each group at the
significant level of 0.05
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TABLE 9
ONE-WAY ANJILYSIS OF VARIANCE
AMONG OTHER OCCUPliTION EXPERIENCE,
AND
a. BASIC NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 64.88 105
BETWEEN 1.17 1 1.17
WITHIN 63.71 104 0.61 1.91
b. SOCIAL NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 80,49 105
BETWEEN 3.12 1 3.12
4.20*WITHIN 77.37 104 0.74
C. SATISFACTION WITN COMFANY
SUM OF SQ DEG OF F RE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 39.26 105
BETWEEN 0.48 1 0.11-8
WITHIN 38.79 104 0.37 1,28
d. SATISFACTION WITH OCCUPATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUH
TOTAL 24.94 105
BETWEEN 1.27 1 1.27
5.50 *WITHIN 23.68 104 0.23
e. TURNOVER
SOH OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 151.62 105
BETWEEN 1.28 1 1.28
WITHIN 151.34 104 1.45 0.89
Variance significantly different from each group at
the significant level of 0.05.
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TABLE 10
ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
AMONG AGE AND
a. BASIC NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 64.88 105
BETWEEN 1.00 4 0.25
WITHIN 63.88 101 0.63 0.40
b. SOCIAL NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST O VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 80.49 105
BETWEEN 3.68 4 0.92
WITHIN 76.81 101 0.76 1.21
c. SATISFACTION WITH COMPANY
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 39.26 105
BETWEEN 1.00 4 0.25
WITHIN 38.26 101 0.38 0.66
d. SATISFACTION WITH OCCUPATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST CF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 24.94 105
BETWEEN 1.06 4 0.26
WITHIN 23.89 101 0.24 1.12
e. TUENOVER
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FR EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 151.62 105
BETWEEN 6.51 4 1.63
WITHIN 145.11 101 1.44 1.13
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TABLE 11
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG
STUDY PR OGRMSM AND
a. BASIC NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM 0F SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 64.38 105
BETWEEN 1.29 1 1.29
WITHIN 63.59 104 0.61 2.11
b. SOCIAL NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 80.49 105
BETWEEN 1.62 1 1.62
WITHIN 78.87 104 0.76 2.14
c. SATISFACTION WITR COMPANY
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 39.26 105
BETWEEN 0.51 1 0.51
WITHIN 38.76 104 0.37 1.36
d. SATISFACTION WITH OCCUPATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FPE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 24.94 105
BETWEEN 0.03 1 0.03
WITHIN 24.92 104 0.24 0.12
e. TURNOVER
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 151.62 105
BETWEEN 3.18 1 3.18
WITHIN 148.44 104 1.43 2.23
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TABLE 12
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
AA ONG EXPERIENCE WITH THE CCCUPATION
a. BASIC NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 64.88 105
BETWEEN+ 1.89 4 0.47
WITHIN 62.99 101 0.62 0.76
b. SOCIAL NEEDS MOTIVATION
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 80.49 105
BETWEEN 4.65 4 1.16
WITHIN 75.84 101 0.75 1.55
c. SATISFACTION WITH COMPANY
SUN OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 39.26 105
BETWEEN 0.42 4 0.11
WITEIN 38.84 101 0.38 0.28
d. SATISFACTION WITH OCCUPATION
SUM OF DEG OF FRESQ EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 24.94 105
BETWEEN 0.91 4 0.23
WITHIN 24.04 101 0.24 0.96
e. TURNOVER
SUM OF SQ DEG OF FRE EST OF VAR F VALUE
TOTAL 151.62 105
BETWEEN 6.63 4 1.66
WITHIN 144.99 101 1.44 1.15
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The Lingnan Institute of Business Administration




Job Satisfaction of Sewing Workers Selected from
Garment Factories in Hong Kong
This questionnaire aims at collecting data for the study of job satis-
faction of sewing workers in the local garment industry. It is Toped
that the study will be belpful to both employees and employers in the
garment industry as it investigates the needs of sewing workers.
This study is conducted by a student at the Lingnan Institute of
Business Administration, a graduate Division of the Chinese University
of Hong Kong. Data obtained will be used strictly for this study
only and treated confidentially. Please give your answer as you really
want to!
1. Do you agree the following statements?
To each statement, five alternative answers have been provided.
Please choose the most agreeable one from these answers and fill
the number of your chosen answer into the rightmost box after
each statement.
Alternative Answers AnsStatement
1 2 3 4 5 Box
a. I work so that I may not be idle all
day long.
b. I work so that I may help my family to
make both ends meet.
c. I work so that I may keep communication
with others.
d. It is better to learn some skill while













2. In your opinion, how do these features look like in the company
which you are now working with?
Please select one of the five answers provided for your consideration
of each feature in the following table. Put the number of your
selected answer into the answer box after each feature.
Alternative Answers Ails.Features
1 Box543
a. Physical facilities, i.e. ventilation,
lighting, and machine conditions etc.
b. Steady grid sufficient job supply.
co Supervisor's attitude toward workers.
d. Supervisor's organizing and coordinating
ability on job.
e. Supervisor's technical competence on
sewing operations
f. Personal relationshi.: with workers around
your working station.
g.Personal relationship with worters in
the same working flat.
h.Personal relationship with workers in
other sections.
i.Personal relationship with staffs in
the office.
j.Wage-rate in comparison with other
garment factories.







3. To the following questions, please choose the most agreeable answer
from the given answers and fill the number into the answer box.
Ans.Alternative Ans.Questions
1 2 3 4 5
a. Not counting all the details, how do
you like to be a sewing worker?
b. Not counting all the details, how do
you like to work in the factory
where you are now working?
c.
If you have friends looking for job,
would you advise them to be a sewing
worker?
d. If you have a chance to get jops other
than sewing with the similar income,
would you change your job?
e. If you have a friend looking for
employment as a sewing machine
operator, would you advise her to
join the factory where you are work-
ing now?
4. Select an appropriate answer from the given answers to each of the
following questions and fill in the number of your chosen answer
into the answer box.
Answer Box
a. Your level of education is
1. never been in school
2. up to or below primary school graduate
3. between Form I to Form III
4, up to Form IV or above
b. Your marital status is
1. single
2. married with no children
3. married with children




d. Your age is





















e. How long have you been working as a sewing
worker?
yr.
(Fill in the number of year or month
into the appropriate box) month




g. How many companies had you worked for during
last year, in case your employment with the





5. five factories or above
Please check which of the following reasons caused you to change
your employment during the last year and rank these reasons
according to their importance. Then fill in the coding letter
of your chosen reasons into the boxes provided according to your
ranking sequence.
a. Poor physical facilities as those mentioned at la.
b. Irregularly or constantly insufficient job supply.
c. To get rid of disagreeable supervisor.
d. To met rid of disagreeable co-workers.
e. Wage-rate below your acceptable level.
f. Invitation to other factory from former supervisor.
g. Invitation to other factory from former co-workers.
h. Movement of residence, health problem, marriage or maternity etc.
i. To acquire variety of skill or to learn a better trade.
j. Attractive wages and fringe benefits offered by other factory.
k. A wish to change for a new working environment.
1. Other reasons (please specify)
Ranking boxes for your reasons:
Most important reasons Less important reasons
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香 港 中 文 大 学
嶺 南 工 商 管 理 研 究 所
車 衣 工 友 工 作 滿 足 感 調 查 表
一九七二年十一月
莫 慧 蓮 製
本 調 查 乃 香 港 中 文 大 學 研 究 院 工 商 管 理 系 研 究 生 主 辦 ， 旨 在 了 解 本 港
製 衣 業 車 衣 工 友 的 工 作 感 受 ， 以 便 研 究 如 何 促 進 本 港 製 衣 業 的 勞 資
關 係 ， 使 工 友 們 在 工 作 上 獲 得 改 善 ， 及 使 製 衣 工 業 更 趨 繁 榮 和 發 展 。
本 調 查 表 所 得 資 料 祇 作 學 析 分 析 之 用 ， 絕 不 公 開 ， 請 各 位 放 心 照 實 供 答
（一） 下 列 五 項 講 法 ， 你 同 意 區 ？ 每 項 各 有 五 種 不 同 的 答 案






1 2 3 4 5





因 要 幫 補 家 用
因 可 多 接 觸 和 結 識 朋 友
趁年 輕學 門手 藝 或去 工廠 做工 比 讀書 實惠 得 多


























（二） 就 你 工 作 之 工 廠 來 講 ， 你 覺 得 下 麵 各 事 項 情 況 如 何 ？
各 事 項 都 備 有 五 項 不 同 的 看 法 ， 請 擇 最 合 心 意 的 答 案 ， 將 其 號 碼 填 入 方 格 內
事 項
廠 內 情 況













每 日 工 作 配 給 量 是 否 均 勻 和 足 夠
管 工 對 工 友 態 度 （ 如 友 善 或 嚴 厲 ）
管 工 對 工 作 處 理 及 調 配 能 力
管 工 對 車 衣 製 作 認 識 的 深 淺
前 後 左 右 將 近 □ 們 工 友 感 情
同 一 車 間 工 友 感 情
同 一 廠 的 其 他 部 門 工 友 感 情
與 寫 字 樓 工 友 感 情
工 資 □ 的 高 低



























（三） 下 列 問 題 旨 在 了 解 你 對 車 衣 這 種 工 作 的 觀 感 ， 每 項 問 題 都 備 有
五 種 答 案 ， 請 擇 合 你 心 意 的 答 案 將 其 號 碼 填 入 右 邊 的 小 方 格 內
問 題
答 案 分 析 用 碼
Card col.No.











廠 開 細 節 不 談 ， 大 致 上 你 覺 得 做 一 個 車 衣 工 好 唔 好 ？
在 現 在 的 工 廠 工 作 好 唔 好
有 朋 友 揾 工 做 ， 你 會 叫 他 做 車 衣 這 一 行 嗎 ？
有 機 會 做 第 二 行 ， 但 工 資 亦 差 不 多 ， 你 會 轉 行 嗎 ？
































（四） 下 列 問 題 旨 在 了 解 你 個 人 情 況 ， 請 擇 適 當 的 答 案 將 其 號 碼 填 入 右 邊 的 小 方 格 內








你 的 教 育 程 度 是 ：
你 的 婚 姻 情 況 是 ：
工 馀 有 否 讀 在 校 或 其 他 進 修 ？
你 的 年 齡 是 ：
你 入 車 衣 這 一 行 有 多 久 ？
其 間 有 無 做 過 別 種 工 作 ？









從 未 入 過 學 小 學 及 小 學 畢 業
中一至中三 中 四 及 中 學 畢 業
未 婚 已婚尚無兒女 已 婚 有 兒 女
有 無
請 將 你 真 實 的 年 齡 填 入 右 邊 的 小 方 格 內
請將實際的年數或月數填入右邊年或月小方格內
有 無










（五） 下 列 各 點 如 與 你 過 去 一 年 間 轉 廠 原 因 有 關 ， 請 按 應 其 原 因 輕 重













原 廠 工 作 環 境 差
每 日 工 作 供 應 量 （ 或 配 給 量 ） 一 足 或 無 定 準
管 工 難 相 與
部 份 工 友 難 相 與
對 公 司 所 定 工 資 率 不 滿 意
舊 日 管 工 相 邀 轉 廠
舊 日 工 友 相 邀 轉 廠
因 結 婚 或 分 娩 或 遷 居 或 健 康 問 題
因 想 多 學 一 門 手 藝
因 他 廠 工 資 及 福 利 較 好
因 想 轉 換 工 作 環 境
其 他 （ 請 在 空 線 上 加 以 說 明 ）
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　 　 　 　 香 港 製 衣 業 車 衣 工 人 工 作 滿 足 感 的 研 究
　　　　　　　　　　　莫慧蓮
　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 一 九 七 三 年 六 月 于 香 港
　 　 考 諸 近 期 的 研 究 報 告 ， 一 致 認 為 個 人 工 作 上 的 去 留 泰
半 決 定 於 個 人 對 工 作 的 滿 足 與 否 ， 而 工 作 的 滿 足 感 又 決 定
於 個 人 的 基 本 及 社 會 需 要 ， 滿 足 各 種 需 要 的 工 作 情 況 ， 以
及 其 他 因 素 而 定 。 歸 納 這 些 研 究 報 告 ， 這 些 因 素 可 約 略 申
述 如 後 ：
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一 、 個 人 的 基 本 物 質 需 要
　 人 皆 需 要 衣 食 住 行 以 維 持 生 活 ， 工 作 乃 維 持 此 種 需 要 之
最 普 通 手 段 。 但 生 活 水 準 的 要 求 及 負 擔 的 輕 重 因 人 而 異 ，
而 不 同 的 工 作 岡 位 各 有 不 同 的 入 息 以 維 持 不 同 的 生 活 水 準
。 這 些 因 素 均 為 決 定 個 人 工 作 滿 足 感 及 員 工 去 留 的
原 因 。
二 、 個 人 的 社 會 需 要
　 人 性 好 群 ， 工 作 為 人 們 提 供 合 群 的 機 會 ， 從 而 產 生 友 誼
， 互 助 與 互 愛 。 工 作 亦 可 使 個 人 建 立 其 社 會 地 位 ， 維 持
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　 自 尊 。 但 個 人 對 這 種 需 要 的 強 弱 ， 以 及 工 作 情 況 所 提 供
滿 足 這 項 需 要 的 機 會 又 各 有 不 同 。 這 方 面 的 差 異 亦 為 形
成 不 同 工 作 滿 足 感 及 去 留 傾 向 的 原 因 之 一 。
三 、 個 人 的 功 業 感 及 榮 譽 感
　 當 個 人 的 基 本 物 質 需 要 及 社 會 需 要 得 到 滿 足 後 ， 往 往 進
一 步 追 求 功 業 感 及 榮 譽 感 的 滿 足 。 工 作 可 以 使 個 人 獲 得
此 種 需 要 的 機 會 ， 雖 然 機 會 的 大 小 依 工 作 不 同 而 異 ， 且
個 人 對 此 種 需 要 強 弱 亦 各 有 不 同 。 此 類 差 異 亦 為 決 定
工 作 滿 足 感 及 工 作 去 留 的 部 分 原 因 。
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四 、 工 作 間 的 物 質 環 境
　 工 作 間 的 照 明 、 通 風 、 廠 房 機 器 設 備 以 及 其 他 物 質 環 境
均 被 認 為 是 影 響 工 作 滿 足 感 及 員 工 去 留 的 部 分 原 因 。
五 、 直 轄 上 司 的 管 理 才 能 與 管 理 態 度
　 根 據 各 方 面 的 研 究 ， 直 轄 上 司 的 技 術 水 平 及 管 理 才 能 與
態 度 亦 為 影 響 工 作 滿 足 感 及 員 工 去 留 的 部 分 原 因 。
　 又 不 同 職 業 階 層 間 ， 上 面 幾 種 因 素 的 影 響 力 亦 各 有 不 同
。 就 低 階 層 職 業 人 員 如 技 術 工 人 ， 半 技 術 工 人 及 非 技 術 工
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人 而 論 ， 物 質 生 活 的 需 要 對 工 作 滿 足 的 影 響 較 其 他 因 素 為
大 ； 至 功 感 感 ， 榮 譽 感 則 與 去 留 的 關 係 較 為 密 切 ， 就 職 業
階 層 較 高 的 人 員 如 工 程 師 ， 管 理 員 或 其 他 專 業 者 而 言 ， 則
以 上 司 態 度 ， 功 業 感 與 榮 譽 感 最 為 重 要 。
MASLOWTheory
Of MofivationFestingerCognitive Dissonance ）學說
Maslow
， 群 性 生 活 需 要 ， 成 就 感 或 榮 譽 感 的 滿 足 而 起 。 但 各 種 動
機 的 強 弱 仍 依 照 各 需 要 的 實 際 滿 足 情 形 而 不 同 。 一 般
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來 說 ， 除 非 物 質 生 活 得 到 滿 足 ， 社 會 需 要 的 動 機 不 會 強 烈
， 而 功 業 感 或 榮 譽 感 的 動 機 則 又 必 待 物 質 、 社 會 需 要 得 到
滿 足 後 始 能 強 力 支 配 個 人 行 為 。
為 有 一 部 分 係 由 認 知 衝 突 刺 激 而 起 ， 現 實 與 個 人 理 想 間 的
距 離 足 以 構 成 認 知 的 衝 突 ， 終 至 引 起 對 工 作 的 不 滿 ， 乃 至
離 開 工 作 ， 以 求 擺 脫 此 種 衝 突 。
工 程 師 、 專 門 職 業 者 及 其 他 高 階 層 職 業 人 士 ， 一 般 都 用
須 為 物 質 生 活 或 社 會 生 活 的 匱 乏 而 憂 慮 ， 因 此 他 們 的 行 為
大 部 分 受 功 業 感 及 榮 譽 感 的 動 機 所 左 右 。 從 另 一 方 面 言 ，
Festinger 則 更 進 一 步 認 為 行
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在 歐 美 社 會 內 ， 雖 然 工 人 的 經 濟 環 境 往 往 不 如 上 述 人 士 ，
佰 入 息 都 有 一 定 的 保 障 。 因 此 物 質 生 活 的 滿 足 固 屬 重 要 ，
但 不 足 構 成 認 知 上 的 衝 突 。 反 之 ， 工 人 的 工 作 往 往 缺 乏 創
造 性 或 受 人 讚 揚 的 機 會 。 如 果 他 們 在 這 方 面 的 期 望 過 高 ，
則 失 望 必 大 ， 因 而 這 兩 種 因 素 遂 成 為 轉 業 的 部 分 原 因 。
　 　 製 衣 業 內 的 車 衣 工 友 屬 於 職 業 階 層 較 低 的 人 士 ， 而 本
港 的 經 濟 及 社 會 環 境 又 不 如 歐 美 的 富 裕 ， 因 此 物 質 需 要 及
社 會 需 要 一 定 較 為 重 要 ， 故 本 研 究 不 討 論 成 就 感 及 榮 譽 感
因 素 。 根 據 一 百 零 六 張 來 自 本 港 各 大 中 型 製 衣 廠 的 車 衣 工
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人 所 填 答 的 調 查 問 卷 ， 作 者 加 以 統 上 的 相 關 分 析 及 變 異 數
分 析 ， 結 果 獲 致 下 述 數 點 結 論 ：
一 、 工 作 滿 足 感 的 高 低 証 實 與 員 工 去 留 傾 向 的 強 弱 有 反 方
向 的 相 關 。 但 就 本 港 製 衣 業 而 言 ， 該 行 業 內 之 充 裕 就 業 機
會 為 工 人 對 本 身 工 作 感 到 興 趣 的 原 因 之 一 。
二 、 車 衣 工 人 轉 業 之 次 數 與 工 人 對 物 質 生 活 需 要 的 強 弱 成
正 相 關 ， 而 實 衣 行 業 內 缺 乏 滿 足 群 性 生 活 需 要 的 機 亦 為 構
成 工 人 頻 頻 轉 業 的 顯 著 原 因 。
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三 、 車 衣 工 人 物 質 生 活 需 要 的 強 弱 與 工 人 教 育 水 平 的 高 低
成 正 相 關 ， 而 除 車 衣 外 無 其 他 工 作 經 驗 的 工 人 又 較 其 他 有
他 種 工 作 經 驗 的 工 人 有 較 高 的 工 作 滿 足 感 。
　 　 根 據 本 研 究 的 結 果 ， 作 者 建 議 工 廠 實 施 小 組 生 產 競 爭
制 度 ， 以 加 強 群 性 生 活 需 要 的 滿 足 機 會 。 此 外 建 議 採 用 公
積 金 或 退 休 制 度 ， 以 保 障 物 質 生 活 需 要 的 需 要 ， 從 而 減 少
工 人 轉 業 次 數 。


